
TriggerTech’s beginning traces back to one hunt. Mats Lipowski missed a buck at 40

yards because of a gritty, creepy, 9-pound trigger. Knowing there had to be a better

way to get off a clean shot, he collaborated with fellow mechanical engineer Greg

Baniak to not just improve the trigger – but to reinvent it entirely.

The first TriggerTech prototype was born in 2012. Its Frictionless Release Technology™ is

what makes all the difference: a free-floating roller between the sear and the trigger means

a smoother, lighter trigger unlike anything you’ve ever felt before.

A free upgrade for you, because we know your crossbow wouldn’t be complete without it.

Precise trigger control+

Custom build+

3lb zero-creep release+

Nock sensor minimizes dry fires+

Silent safety+

TECHNOLOGY
A TRADITION OF INNOVATION

WHICH STYLE FITS YOUR NEEDS? Crossbows come in all shapes and sizes. Each has its own set of benefits and drawbacks, but

Barnett stands behind all of its crossbows as lethal hunting weapons and effective tools for

sport that get the job done. Selecting your crossbow begins with selecting which type of

design you prefer. This is a personal decision only you can make. Visit your local Barnett

dealer to get a hands-on look at your options to find the right fit for you.

CRANK COCKING

DEVICE COMPATIBLE

Remove the cheek

piece and install your

all-new Crank Cocking

Device. Available on

most models.

METAL INJECTION

MOLDED TRIGGER

Metal injected

molded which allows

for the tightest quality

tolerance available.

ANTI-DRY FIRE

A spring loaded safety

bar that remains in

place until the arrow

is seated properly to

protect the user from

shooting the weapon

without an arrow in

place.

STEP THRU RISER

Lengthens the power

stroke of the bow

without placing the

cocking string beyond

arms length. U.S.

Patent: 9,255,755

HYPERFLITE

COMPATIBILITY

Reap the benefits of a

.204” small diameter

with Hyper crossbows

specially designed for

use with HyperFlite™
arrows.

ABOUT THE BOWS
THERE’S ONE FOR EVERYONE.

https://www.recreationid.com/barnett/


TECHNOLOGY FEATURED ON ALL 
BARNETT CROSSBOWS
Barnett is the world’s No. 1 producer of crossbows because we scrutinize every aspect 

of every product. We focus on precision, safety and performance – taking care of all the 

details so you can take care of business.

Find out more about hunting & shooting products we have.

https://www.recreationid.com/hunting-shooting.html



